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Abstract
Background: Radiation enteritis (RE) is a common complication that often occurs after radiotherapy for abdominal and pelvic
malignancies. RE could influence patients’ quality of life seriously and it is difficult to cure by conventional treatments. A lot of studies
have revealed that the external treatment of traditional Chinesemedicine (TCM) for RE is a safe and economical approach, but there is
no relevant systematic review. The present study performed a systematic review and meta-analysis to compare TCM external
treatment and conventional treatment for RE to evaluate the effectiveness and safety of external treatment of traditional Chinese
medicine in the treatment of RE.

Methods: Cochrane Library, PubMed, Embase, China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI), Wan-Fang database, VIP
Chinese Science and Technique Journals Database, and the Chinese Biomedical Literature Database (CBM) were searched. The
time of publication was limited from inception to April, 2021. Two reviewers independently searched for the selected articles and
extract the data. The RevMan V.5.3 statistical software (Cochrane Collaboration) and Stata V.16.0 software were used to conduct the
meta-analysis.

Results: We will show the results of this study in a peer-reviewed journal.

Conclusion: This meta-analysis will provide reliable evidence for external treatment of TCM in the treatment of RE.

INPLASY registration number: INPLASY202140120

Abbreviations: RE = radiation enteritis, TCM = traditional Chinese medicine.
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1. Introduction

Radiation enteritis (RE) often refers to a common complication of
abdominal and pelvic malignant tumors after radiotherapy. In
clinical work, the course of acute radiation enteritis is generally
limited to no >3 months, and those more than 3 months or up to
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several years are called chronic radiation enteritis.[1] A team has
reported that about 70% of cancer patients need to receive
radiotherapy. In this part of patients receiving abdominal and
pelvic radiotherapy, about 50% to 70% suffer from acute
radiation enteritis, and 5% to 11% will develop into chronic
radiation enteritis.[2] The main symptoms of RE were abdominal
pain, diarrhea, bloody mucus, incontinence, nausea, and vomit-
ing.[3–5] Anti-inflammatory, hemostatic, analgesic, and antidiar-
rheal methods are often used in the treatment of RE.[6,7] Although
the use of above conventional treatment has achieved good results,
but many patients’ symptoms are only temporarily relieved, and is
easy to relapse.[8] Therefore, this disease is difficult to cure. As a
result, many scholars have attempted to identify more treatment
methods, and the external treatment of traditional Chinese
medicine (TCM) was identified as a more safe and effective
approach.A largenumber of clinical studies on the treatment ofRE
with external treatmentofTCMhavebeen reported, but there is no
relevant systematic review. Hence this study aims to comprehen-
sively and systematically evaluate the efficacyand safetyof external
treatment of TCM in the treatment of RE.
2. Methods and analysis

The study will follow the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) 2015 state-
ment.[9,10] Enrollment was completed in April 2021 on the
International Platform of Registered Systematic Review and
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Table 1

Search strategy used in the PubMed database.

Number Search terms

1 Radiation enteritis

Luo et al. Medicine (2021) 100:21 Medicine
Meta-Analysis Protocols (INPLASY), with registration number:
INPLASY202140120. The platform can be accessed at https://
inplasy.com/inplasy-2021-4-0120/. This study did not require
ethical approval because it did not involve participants’
information or violation of their privacy.
2 Radioactive enteritis
3 Radiation colitis
4 Radiation proctitis
5 Or/1–4
6 Randomized controlled trials
2.1. Research criteria

The inclusion criteria will be as follows:
7 Controlled clinical trial
1.
 Randomized controlled trials;

8 Clinical trials
2.

9 Randomized
The subjects were patients with radiation enteritis, and there
were specific diagnostic criteria;
10 Placebo
3.

11 Or/6–10
12 Traditional Chinese medicine
13 External treatment
14 Retention enema
15 Acupuncture
16 Moxibustion
The experimental group was treated with external treatment
of traditional Chinese medicine (including enema of tradition-
al Chinese medicine, acupuncture and moxibustion, ear point
pressing beans, and so on) or combined with conventional
treatment, whereas the control group was only treated with
conventional treatment;
17 Ear point pressing bean
4.

18 Acupoint application
19 Acupoint injection
20 Or/12–19
21 5, 11, and 20
At least one of the following outcome indicators should be
included: efficacy rate, TCM symptom score, Karnorfsky
performance scale, inflammatory cytokine level, and so on.

In contrast, the exclusion criteria will be as follows:
1.
 Nonrandomized controlled studies;

2.
 Summary, treatment experience, and zoopery;

3.
 The experimental group and the control group were both

treated with traditional Chinese medicine.

4.
 Data cannot be extracted and the quality of the literature is

poor or repeated.

The main result will include efficacy rate.
The secondary outcomeswill be the adverse events, Karnorfsky

performance scale score, inflammatory cytokine level, and TCM
symptom score. The TCM symptom score includes abdominal
pain score, diarrhea score, mucus purulent stool score, and so on.
2.2. Search strategy

A systematic search of Cochrane Library, PubMed, Embase,
China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI), Wan-Fang
database, VIP Chinese Science and Technique Journals Database,
and the Chinese Biomedical Literature Database (CBM) will be
performed, reviewing publications from the beginning of the
database to April 2021. The languages are limited to English and
Chinese. Themain search terms are as follows: radiation enteritis,
external treatment of traditional Chinese medicine, retention
enema, acupuncture and moxibustion, ear point pressing bean,
acupoint application, acupoint injection, and so on. The subject
word and free word retrieval will be combined during search.
Grey literature will also be searched to avoid literature omission.
The search strategy for PubMed is shown in Table 1.
2.3. Data collection and analysis
2.3.1. Literature screening. During the first screening, 2
researchers will look through the title of the literature and its
abstract, excluding those that obviously do not meet the criteria.
Secondary screening will involve full-text reading of potentially
qualified literature to further exclude unqualified literature. A
third screening will be performed if the information in the
literature cannot be clearly included, which will hence involve
contacting the authors by mail, and other means to obtain
2

relevant information. The details of the study selection and
identification process will be presented in a flowchart (Fig. 1).

2.3.2. Literature evaluation. The methodological quality of
randomized controlled trials was evaluated by using the
Cochrane Collaboration’s risk of bias tool. This tool focused
on the following domains: generation of random sequence,
allocation concealment, blinding of participants and personnel,
incomplete outcome data, duration of follow-up, selective
reporting, and other bias. Any disagreements between the
reviewers were resolved through discussion, or by seeking advice
from a third reviewer. The quality of the evidence was evaluated
using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Develop-
ment and Evaluation (GRADE), which determines the quality of
the evidence according to the primary outcomes, consistency of
the results, imprecision, and publication bias. The strength of the
evidence was graded as high, medium, low, and very low quality.

2.3.3. Statistical analysis. When a meta-analysis was possible,
the data synthesis was presented using the RevMan V.5.3
statistical software. The statistically data was meaningful when
P< .05. The mean difference with 95% confidence interval was
used to evaluate the continuous outcomes, and the relative risk
(RR) with 95% confidence interval was used to evaluate the
dichotomous data. The fixed effects model (I2<50%) was used
to estimate the RR and mean difference. The random effects
model (I2>50%) was used for the synthesis of the data which
considered substantial statistical heterogeneity. The funnel plots
were indicated for obvious publication bias.

2.3.4. Subgroup analysis. When there is significant heteroge-
neity in the trials and have enough randomized controlled trials,
then we will analyze the subgroups according to age, sex, course
of intervention, and type of intervention in the experimental and
control groups.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of literature selection.
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2.3.5. Sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity analysis was con-
ducted to evaluate the robustness and reliability of the pooled
results. If adequate data were available for analysis, a sensitivity
analysis for the primary outcomes was conducted to test the
strength of the review conclusions, which included the quality of
the methods and studies, and the impact of the sample size and
missing data.

2.3.6. Publication bias analysis. If >10 studies were included,
the funnel plot was used to determine the publication bias.[11,12]

Egger test and Begg test were performed to quantitatively assess
the publication bias using the Stata V.16.0 software. The results
were estimated based on the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic
Reviews of Interventions.

2.3.7. Ethics and communication. Because this study is a
secondary analysis, it will not involve patient and public
information, and hence does not require ethical review. The
results of this study will be disseminated through peer-reviewed
publications, journals, and academic exchanges.

3. Discussion

According to some researchers’ reports, in primary and
metastatic abdominal and pelvic tumors, radiotherapy has
3

significant effect on improving patients’ overall survival, which
also leads to radiation enteritis. In some patients, radiation
enteritis may not only aggravate the primary disease, but also
cause systemic inflammatory response syndrome, multiple organ
dysfunction syndrome, and so on. In these circumstances, RE
could endanger the lives of patients, and even some serious
radiation enteritis must be treated by surgery. However, it also
has a great impact on patients’ quality of life.
Hormone, antibiotic, intestinal mucosal protectants, pro-

biotics, and hyperbaric oxygen are mainly used in the treatment
of RE as a conventional treatment currently. However, the above-
mentioned therapies have some disadvantages, such as large side
effects, expensive price, and different curative effects. In recent
years, increasing clinical reports have revealed that external
treatment of TCM could achieve certain efficacy in the treatment
of RE.[13,14] However, there is no comparison on the external
treatment of TCM for the direct or indirect treatment of RE.
Therefore, the present study conducted ameta-analysis to directly
or indirectly compare TCM external treatment to conventional
treatments for RE, to determine which therapeutic measure has
the best relative efficacy and safety, and provide the best evidence
for clinical practice. In future research, we should conduct
multicenter, large-sample and high-quality researches, to estab-
lish a more objective and systematic treatment.
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